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Thaparji Mining Equipment Co. got established With the expertise knowledge and
blessing of Shree R.L Thapar and Shree. Naresh Thapar. Shree R.L Thapar Started
Manufacturing Stone Crushing Plant, conveyors and it Spare Parts in 1955 and
Mr. Naresh Thapar further joined him in 1975 . We can serve you with the best
services as we have more than 65 years of experience .
We develop our products with the latest technology by using quality raw material
and various processes such as fabrication, polishing, assembly etc. We make all
necessary endeavor to win the loyalty and confidence of our customers. To ensure
our clients are fully satisfied with our range of products, we relentlessly work to
offer customer-oriented services. By delivering consignments within the promised
time and providing effective and prompt customer back-up services, we have
attained a distinguished position for ourselves in the global arena.
We can provide a wide variety of conveyor roller, conveyor idler, conveyor system
with high quality, and reasonable price and best service. If you have any special
request, please feel free to contact us

TYPES OF ROLLERS
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Thaparji offers a complete range of conveyor idlers for bulk materials handling applications in mining,
quarrying, recycling, cement, brick and other conveyor type handling systems. Standard range includes
1, 2, 3 rollers inline and off-set idler designs. Our conveyor idler range includes through idlers, or impact
idlers, return idlers, training idlers and designs with idler roller diameters from 60.3mm to 165.1mm .
Rollers are manufactured from ERW pipes as per Is 1239, across conveyor belt widths up to 1600mm.
All conveyor idler rollers are supplied greased and sealed for life and fitted with multi-labyrinth sealing
protection plus quality selected ZZ/2RS bearings.

Quality standards and methods in conveyor idler manufacture over many years has ensured
that thaparji conveyor idlers, idler rollers and all idler components meet customer
requirements.
1. CARRYING IDLER/ROLLER
Our full range of high quality Trough Idlers include
belt widths from 450 up to 1600mm trough rollers
60.3mm up to 165.10 dia along with assorted
components, selected bearings and the

multi

labyrinth sealing provides for a quality idler for all
industries. Idlers are manufactured to meet the
high requirements of international standards in
bulk materials handling conveyor systems.

2. IMPACT IDLER/ROLLER
Impact rollers consist of the basic steel PSV rollers
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design, on which are fitted rings, designed to resist
and absorb the pressure given by the impact of
materials onto the belt.

3. RETURN ROLLER
Our full range of high quality Idlers include return
idlers to suit all belt widths designed in plain steel/
rubber disc types. All Rollers feature the multi
labyrinth seals and quality components. conveyor
pulleys are manufactured to meet the high
requirements of international standards in bulk
materials handling conveyor systems.

4. CONVEYOR PULLEYS
Head Pulley Tail Pulley both are used in Belt conveyors
and Head Pulley is Rubberized as Normal Rubberized or
Diamond Cut

ROLLER FRAMES
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